07 Elective Topics
Thursday, August 15, 2013

12:29 PM

Today:
Team Management (Jean)
Active engagement techniques
Post-Doc services: Leah Washburna, Director, office of Post Doc affairs
Conflict resolution (Clayton)
Academic Job Issues (Panel)
Reflection time: Did you achieve your LO in your microteaching? What will
you change based on this evidence?

Team Management
1. Forming teams
a. Self-selected. Common for in-class activities.
i. Pitfalls:
1) Students stay alone; shy, aloof, unpopular, minority. Solution: circulate,
and explicitly pair them up.
2) Students of like ability, gender, ethnicity group together. Team
achievement and individual learning limited by lack of diversity.
Solution: impose restrictions (no more than 1/2 of group can have A's
in prereq)
3) Underrepresented minorities (URMs) may be isolated. Are more
successful when not alone, not outnumbered on a team.
b. Assigned based on criteria
Administer a survey;
1) Project choice
2) Resources (e.g. camera)
3) schedule
4) gender, ethnicity (tricky to implement, resentment on all sides)
5) GPA
6) Pre-req grade
7) relevant skills (CAD, software, hands- on, shop, shopping, writing etc)
8) Personality
a) Meyers-Briggs
b) Belbin Team inventory; team role behaviors
c) Big picture vs detail oriented
d) Leadership experience or desire
e) Commitment level
c. Automated systems
i. http://chir.ag/projects/team-maker/ random generator
ii. https://www.catme.org Developed at Purdue, well researched. Criteria 3 - 8.
Free, login required.
Also provides private intra-team assessments

2. Guiding teams
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Minute paper: What instruction have you gotten about working in teams?
Teaching teamwork
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forming-storming-norming-performing
i. Tuckman team development model:
1) Forming. All confusion.
2) Storming. Ideas of how to proceed compete.
3) Norming. Some consensus is reached
4) Performing. Team functions well.
Reassure participants that some strife is normal, necessary. Takes time
to get to Performing stage, and some teams never do. Consider
keeping teams together long enough to develop.
ii. This American Life. Story on 'bad apple' team behaviors.
http://www.thisamericanlife.org/sites/all/play_music/play_full.php?play=
370
iii. Expectations and Contracts

Expectations For Teams
Flow Visualization
Spring 2013
Reasons for putting you on teams:
1. So that you can attempt to image more complex flow phenomena. If the
work of developing a setup is spread out among you, then you can try a
challenging experiment.
i. So that you can attempt more challenging imaging techniques. The
teams were chosen to spread out photographic and fluids expertise and
equipment amongst the teams.
ii. To have partners to bounce ideas off of. This makes ideas multiply.
iii. To get informal feedback on your work.
iv. To interact with students from different backgrounds.
Thus, working on a team is STRONGLY EXPECTED, but not strictly
required for the team assignments. You are not required to work only
with your team, but you are expected to make significant effort to be
available to help them with their images and ideas. You do not all have
to use the same equipment. Do plan to spend at least an hour or two to
help each of your teammates, and recognize that you can plan on
having 4 to 8 person-hours at your disposal for your project. Plan
multiple meetings. If you find you are not available for specific
sessions, figure out how to make it up to your team.

I hope you will take advantage of the benefits of working in teams and
of the opportunity to broaden your network. Strong recommendation:
don’t work only with your friends. Bad for you professionally.
Following from this, here are the expectations for the deliverables on
the team assignments:
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/522
43490/Sample-Team-Contract--DOC

Each student is expected to turn in a unique image or video that they
had primary artistic and scientific responsibility for. You must give
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had primary artistic and scientific responsibility for. You must give
credit appropriately in your report, by explicitly naming the teammates
that contributed, and what they did.
Each image/vid must be accompanied by a report. If several images
come out of the same setup, you can copy descriptions of the apparatus,
and the basic physics. If appropriate, give credit to report section
authors. Be sure to describe the details relevant to your particular
image.
Team Contract: Many templates online
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Active engagement techniques
1. individual vs group
a. Brainstorm: list of activities and pros/cons
for individual vs group
2. Clickers best practices:
http://www.cwsei.ubc.ca/resources/clickers.htmp
roblem
3. Problem solving minute papers
a. Reflections
b. Problem based vs Project based, Cooperative vs
Collaborative: http://www.edutopia.org/blog/pblvs-pbl-vs-xbl-john-larmer

Leah Colvin Wanshura, Director of Post Doctoral Affairs, talked about services, and led a short goalsetting activity
Clayton

Conflict Resolution
Group discussion. Prior experiences, some suggestions.
Then did Q and A mix. Question about serving as a reviewer for proposals (yes, a good thing to do), then
about time management (talked about research-teaching-service, ideal vs reality)
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